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Compact sets with vanishing cohomology in Stein spaces
and domains of holomorphy

VIOREL VÂJÂITU

Abstract. Let X be a Stein space. We study compact subsets K of X that are
structurally acyclic, i.e., Hi (K ,OX ) = 0, for all i � 1. We show i) that such
compact sets are natural in the sense that the canonical map from K into eK , the
spectrum of the complex algebra 0(K ,OX ), is bijective, and ii) that the set of
interior points of K is a domain of holomorphy in X . Motivated by this we give
an extensive account of examples of domains of holomorphy in non-normal Stein
spaces and prove several properties, like hereditarity via the normalization map.
Finally, a straightforward criterion of non-acyclicity is given in terms of general
Hartogs figures.
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1. Introduction

Let X be a Stein manifold of pure dimension n � 2. Let � be a relatively
compact (strongly) pseudoconvex open subset of X with smooth boundary @�
of class C1. One important theme in Complex Analysis is the characteriza-
tion of compact subsets K of � with @� 6⇢ K such that one has holomorphic
continuation of CR-functions, or more generally forms, from @� \ K to � \ K ,
see [25–27].

For instance in [25] the solvalility of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann in every
bidegree is considered assuming that � \ K is Stein and n � 3 (see conditions
(A1), (A2) and (A3) on page 1064; e.g., (A1) means extension of continuous CR-
functions on @� \ K to continuous functions on � \ K that are holomorphic on
� \ K ). This is given in terms of the vanishing of Dolbeault cohomology groups
Hn,q(K ), for 1  q < n, so that a substantial portion of that article explores the
vanishing condition. More precisely the following result is given [25, pages 1073–
1077]:
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